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“Ok?”

The audience was in an uproar, and everyone looked over.

Where is Levi?

End of sight.

Levi was in front, and the seven evil gods followed behind.

A group of eight people came slowly!

Seeing Levi’s appearance, the field was completely boiling.

The crowd stared at Levi in anger.

In the eyes of everyone, they are demons!

They have done a lot of rebellious things!

Their biggest mistake is to live!

They can’t even breathe!

Although none of them had been hurt by Levi or the seven evil gods, they wanted
to hate them.

Follow other people’s hatred together, can’t wait to peel the skin cramps!



In fact, if you want to ask them why, they can’t tell them.

Soon the seven evil gods stopped, and Levi walked straight forward.

The seven evil gods were worried.

Levi was hurt like this…

How to fight?

All seven are anxious to death!

The spies in the crowd felt more relieved when they saw the look of the seven.

Levi came with a serious injury!

“coming?”

Seeing Levi, Common Killer asked.

“Ok!”

The two are more like old acquaintances.

“Let’s start, a quick fight! I have other things!”

Levi urged.

A word made the students behind Commoner Kill God furious.

Levi’s attitude was that he didn’t treat this duel as the same thing…

This is not putting their teacher in the eyes!

Damn it!



“Levi, why are you arrogant? Wait, the teacher will let you know what a strong
one is!”

“Yes, Levi will undoubtedly die for you!”

Hao Yuxuan stared at Levi.

…

“boom!!!”

Suddenly, the whole earth trembled.

Like a major earthquake, everyone was shaken.

The commoner kills the gods from the ground!

The ground beneath my feet began to collapse and shatter…

This is the second highest ranking!!!

“boom!”

Commoner Killing God blasted out with a punch!

It turned out to be a punch beyond the speed of sound!

It was as powerful as a fighter jet taking off, and a long wave of air was drawn
behind him!

A huge vortex formed in midair!

The terrifying power spreads around…

The earth trembled more and more, cracking huge gaps, spreading around like
spider webs…



The power of a punch, so terrible!

Everyone watching the game was stunned!

Didn’t expect that Levi and Commoner Killing God would immediately start
fighting as soon as they met?

And Commoner Killing God is too strong, right?

The power of this punch is simply devastating!

Speed   breaking through the sound barrier is supersonic!

The power can be imagined!

“This… The Commoner Killing God wants to kill Levi in a flash!”

Everyone looked silly.

It turns out that it is not only Levi who wants to make a quick fight, but the
Common Killer wants a quick fight!

“boom!”

Levi was unwilling to show weakness and threw a punch.

The two fists slammed together.

Like Mars hitting the earth!

“Crack!”

After Levi landed, his feet burst and the ground shook.

“puff!”



Blood spurted out of his mouth!

His badly wounded body can’t stop the power of Commoner to kill the gods!

The seven evil gods closed their eyes one after another.

They dare not go to see it.

This battle Levi will undoubtedly lose!

Commoner Killing God is so strong, how can Levi fight a seriously injured
person?

“Hahaha, it seems that the teacher can defeat Levi without using Divine Sword
Sky!”

“Levi is vulnerable to the absolute strong!”

…

Everyone laughed.

“Ok?”

The Common Killer appeared briefly in a daze.

Can’t stop with a punch?

But he didn’t think much, and continued to attack!

“boom!!!”

It was another punch that broke the speed of sound.

“puff!”



This time, Levi had no power to parry and was directly beaten out.

But after falling to the ground, Levi quickly got up, wiped the blood from the
corner of his mouth, and smiled: “Come again!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

After a few punches, Levi was beaten out again and again…

The injury continues to worsen…

Chapter 1890

This battle is not as exciting as everyone expected!

The fact that the two sides played back and forth did not happen at all!

It’s a performance of the commoner killing god alone!

Levi was crushed by Commoner Killing God throughout the whole journey!

There is no strength to fight back at all!

Levi was severely hit again and again…

But what is shocking is that every time Levi is knocked down, he always stands
up.

Just like Xiaoqiang who can’t die!

No matter how powerful the Common Killer God is, he will not fall.



Tenacious vitality!

As long as he can stand up, it means he will not be defeated!

“Huh? Is this undefeated?”

Everyone was shocked by Levi’s tenacity!

The commoner killer is too powerful!

Levi is too powerful!

The Common Killer looked at Levi with shock in his eyes!

Doesn’t this fall yet?

“Levi, you stop! If you continue like this, you will die!”

The Common Killer couldn’t help but reminded.

Levi would be beaten to death by him alive if he did this again!

But Levi was much weaker than he thought!

It seems that there is really no need to use the Excalibur Sky!

The seven evil gods kept their heads down.

First, they feel sorry for Levi. They are clearly injured like that, and they will be
devastated by Common Killing God…

Second, they are ashamed! Levi was ashamed of himself, and they were even
more embarrassed!

Some people even couldn’t help but want to tell the fact that Levi was injured, but
they still held back.



No one will believe it.

Instead, it will attract more ridicule!

Think they are making excuses for failure!

The ears and eyes of Richard and the East Island forces all smiled strangely…

They know best what happened.

Levi’s arrival is a dead end!

How could he have played like this?

The end of the crossbow!

Others couldn’t tell how refreshing they saw Levi being beaten like this!

This evil god leader should die!

After being arrogant for so long, do you really think that others can’t control him?

That is the commoner killer did not make an early move!

Otherwise, he would have died a long time ago!

“Levi will lose! Levi will lose!”

“Kill him! Kill him!”

…

The audience cheered, and the voices of hundreds of thousands of people were
comparable to the Thunder.

Today, the decent sect will cause the evil gods to fall!



Richard and the forces on the East Island, who were far abroad, had coffee and
tea, and they almost celebrated on the spot.

Everyone in Tiance Mansion also breathed a sigh of relief.

Commoner Killing God has saved face for them.

“boom!”

Levi was punched out by Commoner Killing God again!

Levi got up again.

“Come on! I can plead with Tiance Mansion not to kill you, and keep you by my
side until you feel regretful and get out of the evil spirits!”

The Common Killer didn’t want Levi’s existence to fall.

Repeatedly persuaded Levi to stop, but in disguise was to make Levi surrender.

“I don’t have the word defeat in Levi’s dictionary! Unless you beat me to death!”

Levi smiled.

Don’t look at him covered in blood, his breath is weak, as if he is dying.

But it gave people the feeling that he was full of fighting spirit, and it seemed
more terrifying than just now.

“Why can’t Levi die? Is he still a human?”

The leaders of the East Island forces who watched in real time were all
dumbfounded.

Richard smiled: “Do you know how big the threat Levi is?”



“It’s terrible! Fortunately, Mr. Richard has made this plan! Otherwise, with the
heyday of Levi, the commoner may really be unable to kill him!”

“Yes, maybe he will lose, but it is difficult to kill him!”

Richard smiled: “I have been dealing with him for a long time, and I know his
horror, otherwise I can’t get rid of him at all!”

…

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Levi fell to the ground again and again under heavy blows.

“boom!”

Finally this time he only had one breath left.

He didn’t get up!

“Come on, I’ll give you another punch and you will definitely die!”

Commoner can’t bear to kill the gods anymore.
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Life or death is between his thoughts.

As long as Levi is soft, he will definitely stop.

Spare his life!

“kill him!”

“kill him!”

…

Hundreds of thousands of people all shouted.

Everyone’s face was filled with crazy joy.

They won decently!

The crooked door has lost!

The power of Cthulhu was completely defeated under the nose!

Seeing Levi’s silence, Common Killer raised his fist slowly.

He has given the opportunity!

In the eyes of everyone, including Commoner Killing God himself.
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Everyone knows that Levi is dying!

There is absolutely no possibility of being alive!

Tiance Mansion also didn’t want to grab Levi and force him to tell the secret of
Huoyun Cthulhu.

Levi is alive, and being able to breathe is a threat!

Killing is the best!

“I can’t help it! I don’t want to watch the little Lord die!”

The Evil Sword could not bear it, and wanted to save people.

“Me too! I don’t want the little Lord to die! He is too embarrassed to die like this!”

“Yes! Commoner kills the gods, this is no victory! The little Lord may not be
weaker than him!”

Blood Cthulhu and Poison Cthulhu said one after another.

“No! The little Lord definitely doesn’t want us to intervene! Even if he died in
battle, he is just as honest! This is a duel of two people, fair and just! No matter
what the other side uses, we have a clear conscience!”

The black evil god stopped a few people in time.

“It’s ridiculous! It is said that we are outsiders of evil spirits and that the little Lord
is a big demon, but in the end it is us who is fair and just!”

Sword Evil God sighed weakly.

Now their seven evil gods have joined forces and can definitely leave with Levi.

But they can’t do this!



Even if Levi is about to die in battle, they can only watch!

They respect the rules of duel…

Absolutely not mixed in the slightest!

But they knew that in the crowd of onlookers, they didn’t know how many decent
people were waiting for Levi to die.

Even if Commoner Killing God did not kill Levi, they would rush to kill Levi!

This is the decency that keeps saying…

“What? Levi is dying?”

Seeing Sarah’s Wen Lei get the news, she was shocked.

Is Levi going to lose like this?

Is Commoner Killing God really so terrible?

“Levi? What happened to him?”

It happened to be heard by Sarah.

The original gentle plum dyed breath changed drastically, killing intently.

“Where is Levi? Take me there!”

Sarah’s eyes were red, and his aura was like Shura reborn from hell.

“Well, I’ll take you to see!”

Wen Lei was too worried about Levi’s safety.

For the present, she can only take Sarah to see Levi!



As for what to do when the two meet, she doesn’t think about it.

Currently she doesn’t want Levi to die!

…

On the battlefield, the clamor that Levi was about to die grew louder and louder!

It’s like the thunder rolling!

They want to see this evil god head killed with their own eyes!

It is definitely a refreshing event in life!

Raising the fist of Common Killer God for a long time, he still couldn’t bear it.

What a loss it would be to wipe out a strong man in Morendam in this way!

Even if he is a descendant of the Heretic God, as long as he changes his mind, it
is still possible!

“Ok?”

The next second, Commoner Killing God was stunned.

He looked incredible.

Because Levi struggled to stand up again.

He only hung a breath, he actually stood up!

The seven evil gods almost cried out.

“It seems that the little Lord will stand and die even if he dies, never lying on his
stomach or kneeling!”



The Evil Sword’s voice was trembling.

Such a person is qualified to be their boss!

Levi Xiemei smiled: “Come on again, continue!”

The Common Killer sighed: “Hey, if you don’t go on a crooked road, you are
definitely a hero! What a pity!”

This time, he will not show mercy anymore.

To punish Levi!

“Now it’s about to officially start!”

Levi smiled, with a weird smile.

Chapter 1892

“Hey!”

Seeing Levi like this, Common Killer’s heart sank.

A bad premonition spread in my heart.

The others were all stunned when they saw Levi like this.

Levi’s appearance seemed to be back to light, with a trace of weirdness.

Everyone can’t tell what it feels like.

It seems like Levi said, everything has just begun!

“kill!”



Commoner Killing God put aside the complicated thoughts and blasted out with a
punch!

Hit harder than all the tricks just now!

A punch, like a super weapon fired!

There was a whirlpool in the low air, like a mushroom cloud!

If the first few punches are supersonic, then this punch is twice the speed of
sound, or even triple the speed of sound.

Levi couldn’t stop the punch in front.

Then with this punch, Levi will be blasted into scum!

Even a piece of bone will not be left intact.

A punch that is nearly three times the speed of sound is too powerful!

“Buzzing…”

The fist blasted, and there was a screaming trembling sound in the air.

Shake the world!

The power is terrifying!

The seven evil gods closed their eyes, they didn’t want to see Levi being beaten
into a cloud of blood.

They want to keep Levi’s greatest side!

Commoner Killing God is confident that Levi will die with a punch!

everything is over!



Levi stood still on the spot as if frightened and stupid.

It seems to be accepting the arrival of death!

But no one thought that Levi actually punched.

This punch came later, but came first!

With a punch that was nearly three times the speed of sound, Levi was able to
make the first move!

His punch definitely exceeded three times the speed of sound!

“boom!”

Levi blasted out with a punch, and slammed into Common Killing God with a
punch.

“Kacha Kacha…”

Suddenly, the earth collapsed and the mountains cracked, and the sun and the
moon reversed.

“puff!”

A scene that no one expected appeared.

The Common Killer was defeated by Levi’s punch, and he was beaten out,
vomiting blood.

His eyes were filled with incapable shock: “Three times the speed of sound??
How is this possible?”

The audience was in an uproar.

Everyone is going crazy!



With a sigh of relief, Levi actually shot the Common Killer God away.

is this real?

Are you dreaming?

“puff!”

The spies hiding in the crowd are about to vomit blood.

Richard and the leaders of the East Island forces who watched in real time were
choked with coffee and tea.

How could Levi, who was dying, suddenly burst out with such terrifying strength?

Everyone froze for dozens of seconds!

The seven evil gods noticed the abnormality, and when they opened their eyes,
they were all shocked.

What’s going on here?

The little Lord is hurt like that, how can it be?

And looking at Levi’s state, it was like a raging fire.

It’s definitely not going back, or using extreme methods to instantly improve one’s
strength…

The faces of the seven evil gods revealed surprises…

Upon seeing this, a group of people in the crowd raised their mouths, seeming to
be very satisfied with Levi.

“Impossible! This is absolutely impossible!”



“How could this happen? I don’t believe it! I have a problem with my eyes!”

…

The audience did not want to believe the scene before them.

As for the students of Commoner Killing God, they were all terrified when they
saw the teacher got hurt.

I can’t believe what happened.

“No! Nothing! He clearly has only one breath left!”

“I understand, it must be the extreme exercises of the evil demon’s outer dao,
which greatly increased his strength!”

…

The audience regarded this situation as an extreme way of evil spirits.

The Common Killer stood up slowly, wiped the blood from the corner of his
mouth, and looked at Levi with clear eyes.

He is interested!

This battle will not be so boring!

Levi showed his due strength!

“Okay, very good! You made me take it seriously!”

Levi also smiled and said, “I said it, this is just the beginning!”
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“Teacher, this is definitely Levi’s last fight! You must be careful!”

“Yes! He won’t last long! Teacher, you have to win!!!”

…

Almost everyone thinks that Levi is fighting for the last breath, wanting to kill the
gods with Commoner to death and death!

Regardless of how powerful Levi is now, it is all false!

He is actually dying…

The Common Killer was completely excited.

“Tiangang vigorous!!!”

Unrivaled vigor erupted from the Common Killer God!

Continuously one after another!

It’s more terrifying than pure boxing just now!

The vigor erupted, like a squally rainstorm, the air in this area seemed to be
burning.

The scorching breath rushed out, as if placed in a volcano…



When the commoner kills god this combat skill was played, the audience was
shocked.

“Papa……”

The sound of invisible Lloyd Jin was tearing apart the space.

Levi didn’t avoid it, but instead attacked.

“boom!”

Levi smashed a hundred times with a punch.

“broken!”

“broken!”

“broken!”

…

Tian Gang’s vigor continued, but Levi threw it with a punch.

Every bombing is a huge movement from the blue sky.

The earth-shaking sound is always heard from the eastern battlefield, as if the
sky thunders constantly when the heavy rain strikes…

This situation is like God’s anger.

The unsuspecting people who lived around knelt on the ground, begging God not
to get angry.

The Tiangang vigor of Commoner Killing God is strong enough!

But Levi is stronger!



Break everything with just a pair of punches!

Soon, Levi smashed all the energies of the sky, rushed to the body of Common
Killer, and blasted out with a punch exceeding three times the speed of sound!

“Buzzing…”

The world is shaking.

This punch was even more terrifying than the one that flew the Commoner Killing
God away!

“Tiangang True Lloyd Bodyguard!”

The Common Killer roared.

Tiangang True Lloyd surrounds it, forming an invisible wall of strength!

May be more indestructible than special alloy walls!

It is estimated that few modern weapons can penetrate…

“boom!”

Levi fisted fiercely against the invisible Lloyd Jin wall.

“Rumble…”

A big earthquake came as scheduled, spreading across the entire Eastern
Frontier battlefield.

It’s crazy and terrible!

“Buzzing…”



Although the wall of invisible Lloyd Jin shook violently, it was finally blocked by
Levi’s punch.

Blood slowly spilled from the corner of Common Killer’s mouth, and his face was
full of crazy excitement.

He has never encountered a strong opponent like Levi in his life!

“Want to break my Tiangang true anger? Impossible!”

The corners of Commoner’s mouth rose.

There was a violent wind around him, it was Tiangang true energy.

Actually gradually materialized!

Like a flame…

His infurience has been so pure.

Almost materialized!

This is the common killer!

Suppress the existence of an era!

The Lloyd Jin wall in front of Common Killing God turned into a fiery red, like a
flame.

Ten times higher than the intensity just now!

“broken!”

Levi stepped on the ground, and volleyed his foot.

This foot is like the foot of the gods.



terrible.

terror.

“Crack!”

Tear the air wall directly!

“puff!”

The Common Killer God was blasted out.

His eyes are full of disbelief!

He was beaten out again?

“teacher!!!”

“Kill God!!!”

…

Seeing this, everyone shouted.

“Come on, continue!”

The Common Killer stood up from the gunpowder and continued to blast Levi.

“puff!”

“puff!”

“puff!”

…



Next, Commoner Killing God used what he had learned all his life and created it
all his life.

But he was beaten out again and again.

Facing Levi who was in full swing, he couldn’t help it.

“boom!”

“puff!”

He was beaten out again.

Struggling to get up, the commoner killer’s eyes were full of anger, and he
shouted: “The sword is coming!!!”

He is going to use the magic sword in the sky!

Chapter 1894

Before Commoner Killing God said, he is 50% sure if there is no magic sword in
the sky!

Looking at the situation now, it really is so!

He is half sure that he will win!

But half will lose!

Now he really is going to lose!

Only take out the magic sword sky!

However, if you take out the sword of the sky, Commoner is sure to kill the gods
in 100%!



He will win anyway!

“Teacher takes the sword!”

The students behind him threw the divine sword sky high, and the common killer
took the divine sword sky in his hands.

The eyes of hundreds of thousands of people in the field were all focused on the
sky of Divine Sword.

Countless strong men couldn’t help showing a look of admiration.

I don’t know how many people overseas want this magic sword!

Finally see the true face!

The seven evil gods were too late to applaud Levi, their expressions changed
immediately.

After all, with the Divine Sword Sky, Common Killer’s strength will be raised to a
level.

Divine Sword Cang Qiong had even mentioned Huoyun Evil God, and when he
met someone who could use this divine tool, even he would be timid.

One can imagine how strong the Excalibur Sky is!

The most important thing is that the Common Killer can pull out the sky of the
Excalibur!

Others may not be able to use it.

But he can!

“Levi, you are the strongest I have ever encountered, and the only one who
forced me to use the divine sword in the sky!”



“Om…”

Accompanied by the sound of unsheathing adrenaline soaring.

The sky divine sword was drawn out.

“boom!”

A dazzling light shot from the sword, shining so that everyone couldn’t open their
eyes.

At the same time, a fierce murderous aura flooded the world.

All I only feel that the cold is invading my body, I can’t help but shiver away!

This is the terrible place of the Excalibur Sky!

Legend has it that the Heavenly Sword Sky is cast with meteoric iron from the
outside world and poured with blood to cultivate such a terrifying killing intent!

Rumor has it that the moment when the casting of the Divine Sword in the sky
was completed, Heaven General Thunder, tempered with thunder and lightning,
completed the final step!

If you want to pull out the sky of the Divine Sword, you have to withstand this
terrifying killing intent and the thunder power contained in it!

This is the reason why the Excalibur Sky cannot be used by everyone!

Commoner Killing God is the son of heaven!

He raised the sky of the divine sword high, and shouted: “Today, I use the sky of
the divine sword to kill the first demon!!!”

The Common Killer holds the Excalibur in the sky, as if he had changed a person.



The momentum is soaring!

He is just like the god who is in charge of killing!

“kill!!!”

The commoner killed God with a sword, and the world changed color.

This sword contains the killing intent poured by blood, the power tempered by
thunder, and the commoner swordsmanship combat skills!

Powerful to be invincible!

This sword seems to be able to tear a mountain in half!

Sword Lloyd gushes out.

There is even thunder and lightning…

“Kacha Kacha…”

Rumble of thunder was heard in the air…

It seems to resonate with the sky of the Excalibur!

A sword caused the world to change color.

This is the sky of Excalibur!

“laugh!”

…

The ground in front of Levi was torn in half!

The terrible sword bombardment is coming!



“boom!!!!”

Levi threw out a terrifying punch.

Defeat the sword energy!

“Da da da…”

However, Levi was forced to retreat more than a dozen steps before he could
stabilize his figure.

Everyone knows the horror of the heavens of the Divine Sword!

Levi who was so strong was repulsed!

“kill!”

“kill!”

…

The Commoner Killing God is gaining momentum, relying on the divine power of
the Excalibur Sky, successively attacking and killing Levi!

Although Levi was not injured, although he could block the fierce sword aura, he
backed away steadily!

Sooner or later, there will be times when you can’t make it!

The power of the Excalibur Sky is terrifying!

At present, his most basic exercise method, that is, the exercise method of the
evil god Huoyun in the eyes of the world seems to be unable to stop the heavens
of the divine sword!

The momentum has fallen!



Commoner Killing God has already fought red eyes, and Levi has not been given
any chance!

The Art of Taboo!

At the critical moment, Levi remembered the taboo technique!

He can use the technique of taboo to fight against the sky of Excalibur!


